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Overall Expo Highlights

The region’s only and leading Agri-Food & Agri-Tech focused exhibition platform showcasing innovative products and services

PARTNERS
COMMUNITY PARTNER: gfi APAC
ECOSYSTEM PARTNER: IMPACT CIRCLE
INCUBATOR PARTNER: REPUBLIC POLYTECHNIC - trendlines
SUSTAINABILITY PARTNER: C-3 Alibaba Cloud - CIRCULAR UNITE
NETWORKING PARTNER: FTW VENTURES

COUNTRIES / REGIONS REPRESENTED

Germany, France, Netherlands, Spain, UK, Singapore, China, Hong Kong, Israel, Canada, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hungary, Bhutan, South Korea

9 country pavilions
Singapore 1st Cultivated Meat Pavilion, in partnership with APAC SCA

OVER 300 EXHIBITING BRANDS SOME EXHIBITORS

SIEMENS, BUCHI, NL, eurofins, nutricell, French Chamber Singapore, JAH Cultura, PRWA, Geo-Insights, Singapore Food Agency, FY Lighting, Signify, UMA BIBIWORKS, SAF
Overall Event Highlights

**SANDBOX**
A curated 3-day programme where we will explore the most current trends, advancements, and real-world examples presented by industry experts from around the world such as regulators, innovators, and modern agriculture entrepreneurs.

- Understanding the APAC alt Protein Ecosystem Landscape
- Panel discussion - Cultivated Food Regulatory Trends and Importance of Coordination
- Okara Unleashed: Elevating Its Potential in Food and Agricultural Frontiers
- Indonesia Outlook: Increasing the Welfare of the Smallholders under the Inclusive Closed Loop Model
- The Potential of the Cellular Agriculture Ecosystem in Japan and Market Entry Strategies

**FOUNDER’S HUB**
Curated platform to showcase start-ups that develop latest innovations to revolutionize the way we produce and consume food.

Over 60 Groundbreaking Food-Tech Startups globally that will Transform and Impact the Food Ecosystem!

**OFFSITE TOUR**
Bring your guests to experience the outstanding of Singapore’s agri-food ecosystem and connected with fellow delegates through 2 tours hosted this year

**Food Innovation track**: Protein Innovation Centre, Singapore is a collaborative project between Bühler and Givaudan. It welcomes food processing companies, start-ups and university researchers looking to develop novel plant-based food products. Playground for 30+ Asia’s plant-based food manufacturers

**Food Innovation track**: Singapore Agri-Food Innovation Lab (SAIL), jointly set up by the Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in collaboration with Enterprise Singapore (ESG), will seed partnerships between corporates, SMEs, start-ups, research institutes and institutes of higher learning to drive innovation and collaboration among companies in the agri-food sector and to bring more developments from the lab to market, has also identified four areas of focus: sustainability, agri-food productivity and quality, digitalisation of business operations, and product R&D.
Quick Tips to prepare for the event

STEP 1 – LOGIN

Register for your Trade Visitor pass via the link sent over by ECCP team

An invitation email with a personalised link will be sent to you before the event.

An email will be sent to your registered email address from AFTEA Support <cara@constellar.co>

Click into “Go to your Account” or the link below to access the platform.

Or visit https://connect.agrifoodtechexpo.com during event days and enter your Passcode.

STEP 2 – START

Review profiles and schedule meetings with event attendees that interest you.

Click here to view User Guide video

- Explore | Main page with recommended contents.
- Meet | Networking Page.
- My Schedule | View bookmarked contents and arranged meetings.
- Chat | View the list of chats and messages you have exchanged with other attendees accepted connection in the platform.
- My Profile | Edit and view your individual and company profile.
- FAQs | List of frequently asked questions

Note: There might be some content changes along the way as we prepare the platform for the event.
About Constellar

Constellar Holdings connects a global eco-system of event partners and consumers through a holistic portfolio of intellectual property (IP) in the Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions (MICE) industry.

As Asia’s partner of reference for curating innovative event and venue experiences, Constellar activates impactful networks to bring global markets, businesses and consumers together for sustainable growth. With our expertise and dedication, we are invested in helping you build trusted relationships with stakeholders for the long term and enabling cross-industry collaboration through world-class audience engagement solutions.

Visit https://constellar.co for more information.